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Pnmimnfir power tool with adjustable exhaust alx outlet

The invention relates to a pneumatic power tool provided
with an exhaust air outlet deflector rotatably supported on
the tool housing for selectively changing the outlet flow

'

direction from the housing.

A problem concerned with prior art power tools of the above
type relates to the limited optional ways of directing the
exhaust air outlet flow from the tool . In many tool
applications, the operation position and orientation of the
tool makes it difficult for the operator to avoid being hit
by the outlet flow, which sometimes is very annoying and
uncomfortable

.

The main object of the invention is to provide a pneumatic
power tool of the above type having a rotatively adjustable
outlet flow deflector by which the exhaust air outlet flow
from the tool may be directed in different radial
directions as well as in the axial direction of the tool
housing.

Another object of the invention is to provide a pneumatic
power tool of the above mentioned type provided with an
adjustable outlet flow deflector which gives a number of
optional ways to direct the outlet flow from the housing
and which is simple in design and easy to operate.

Further advantages and characteristic features of the
invention will appear fro* the following specification
wherein a prefer^ -sfeadlacnt of the invention is
described in detail with reference to the accompanying
drawings

.

In the drawings
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Pig-
1 shows a longitudinal section through an outletdeflector according to the invention.

Fig.
2 shows an exploded perspective view of the outletdeflector in Fig. 1.

The power tool illustrated in Fi3 . 1 comprises a hou
10. a pneumatic motor (not shown), a pressure air inletpassage 11 and an exhaust air outlet passage 12

outTefr^"
9

'"0t0r
-
Md *»~ «*-u.t air

~ \ T °r " • ^ inlet P3SS^e 11 is arranged to beconnected to a pressure air conduit via tubular inlet

its j-

thrded int
° ^ Md °f the Atits outer end the inlet socket 15 is provided „lth

9
aninternal thread 13 for connection to a conduit nipple agauze screen 16 is provided in the inlet socket 15 forstrarnrng off particles from the pressure air flow. The

cha^e/ir^ " C°°*rlSaS
*^ expansionchamber 17 and a porous material silencer element 18 forreducing the exhaust noise from the tool.

wnLw
St S°Cket " COmprises a cylindrical surface 19whxch forms a part of the outlet deflector 14 . On the

o°utlT
i0al SUrfaCS " th8re ~ SUPP°»ad * -P-ehaped

ituwiz it

mv vaive eiemsnt 21
•

«* «-
axlarlv ,

elSment 21 are -ta"vely as well asaxrally drsplaceable relative to the socket 15 and thehousing 10 and an annular shoulder 22 at the outer end ofthe socket 15 forms an axial support for the outlet pied
and Layout! T T** * ^ °a ^^ ^-ent 21

"th the eh
20 C

° maintaiH thS latCer in

between the
" " aOC°^lish * Pressure

so^et 15 f
element 21 ^ OU"et Thesocket 15 forms a mounting means for the entire outletdeflector 14 and is provided with a hex grip for atightenxng tool.
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The outlet piece 2 0 is provided with one radially directed
outlet opening 25, and five axially directed outlet
openings 26 arranged in a certain symmetric pattern. The
valve element 21 comprises a flat transverse wall portion
27 with five apertures 28 arranged in a pattern congruent
with pattern of the outlet openings 26 of the outlet piece
20. The valve element 21 comprises a part-cylindrical wall
portion 29 leaving a radial aperture 30 (see Pig. 2) to be
aligned with the radial opening 25 of the outlet piece 20
as desired.

The axial apertures 28 and the radial aperture 3 0 of the
valve element 21 are located in such a way relative to the
openings 25 and 26, respectively, of the outlet piece 20
that when the axially directed openings 26 of the outlet
piece 20 coincide with the apertures 28 in the valve
element 21, the radial opening 25 of the outlet piece 20 is
covered and closed by the wall portion 29 of the valve
element 21, i.e. the aperture 30 does not at all coincide
with the opening 25. This means that you can have either an
axially directed outlet flow or a radially directed outlet
flow.

As can be seen in Pig. i, each one of the openings 26 is
surrounded on its inside by an annular shoulder 32 forming
a friction surface to be contacted by the wall portion 27
of the valve element 21. By the frictional engagement
between the valve element 21 and the outlet piece 2 0 there
may be accomplished a joint rotation of the outlet piece 20
and the valve element 21 when rotating the outlet piece 20.

•

At its rear end, the housing 10 comprises a transverse wail
element 33 having a number of exhaust flow openings 34 . The
wall element 33 is also provided with a circumferential row
of coupling teeth 35 which are intended to be engaged by a
rearwardly directed tooth 36 on the valve element 21. This
engagement takes place when the valve element 21 is
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manually displaced rearwardly via the outlet piece 20,

against the bias force of the spring 24 . When positively

coupled to the housing 10 vi a the teeth 35,36 the valve

element 21 is locked against rotation whereas the outlet

piece 20 still can be rotated by a torque exceeding the

continuously acting frictional resistance between the

outlet piece 20 and the valve element 21. A forwardly

directed tooth 38 on the valve element 21 is arranged to

co-operate with two abutments (not illustrated) on the

outlet piece 20 so as to limit the relative rotation

between the outlet piece 20 and the valve element 21 and to

define the two relative end positions between the outlet

piece 2 0 and the valve element 21 as described below.

By rotating the outlet piece 20 relative to the valve

element 21 between the two end positions there is obtained

a shifting between a radially directed outlet flow and an

axially directed outlet flow, i.e. a shifting between

• a first relative position of the outlet piece 20 and the

valve element 21 wherein the apertures 28 in the valve

element 21 fully coincide with the axially directed

openings 26 of the outlet piece 20 in the valve element 21,

whereas at the same time the radial aperture 30 of the

valve element 21 is totally out of alignment with the

radial opening 25 of the outlet piece 20, and

• a second relative position in which the radial aperture

30 of the valve element 21 fully coincides with the radial

opening 25 in the outlet piece 20 , whereas at the same time

the axially directed apertures 28 in the valve element 21

not at all coincide with the axially directed openings 26

in the outlet piece 20.

When, however, the outlet piece 20 and the valve element 21

occupy their second relative positions and the outlet piece

20 is not axially displaced towards the housing, the outlet

piece 20 and the valve element 21 may be rotated jointly by
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frictional interengagement
, thereby changing the direction

of the radial outlet flow through the opening 25 and
aperture 3 0 in any desired direction.

When desired to change the direction of the outlet flow
from a radial direction to the axial direction, the outlet
piece 20 is pressed towards the housing 10 and rotated.
Thereby, the teeth 36 of the valve element 21 and the teeth
35 of the wall element 33 are engaged to lock the valve
element 21, and -the outlet piece 20 -may be rotated alone to
the above mentioned first relative position defined by the
teeth 38 on the valve element 21 and the non- illustrated
abutments in the outlet piece 20. In this position, the
radial opening 25 is brought out of alignment with the
aperture 30 of the valve element 21, whereas the axial ly
directed openings 26 of the outlet piece 20 fully coincide
with the apertures 28 of the valve element 21.

When desired to change back to a radial outlet flow
direction, the outlet piece 20 is again pressed axially
towards the housing 10 making the tooth 36 of the valve
element 21 engage the teeth 35 on the wall element 33,
whereby the valve element 21 is locked against rotation and
the outlet piece 20 may be rotated to the second relative
position defined by the tooth 38 and the non-illustrated
abutments of the outlet piece 20. Then a full coincidence
is obtained between the opening 25 on the outlet piece 20
and the aperture 30 on the valve element 21, whereas the
axially directed openings 26 are out of alignment with the
apertures 28 of the valve element 21.

It is to be understood tnac che embodiments of the
invention are not limited to the above described example
but can be freely varied within the scope of the claims.
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Claims

1- Pneumatic power tool, comprising a housing (10) , a

motor, a pressure air inlet passage (11,15) and an exhaust

air outlet passage (12,17), and an adjustable exhaust air

outlet deflector (14) rotatably supported on said housing

(10) ,

characterized in that said outlet deflector

(14) comprises

a cup-shaped. out let piece (20) having at least one radially
directed outlet opening (25) , and one or more axially
directed outlet openings (26) arranged in a certain
pattern

,

a valve element (21) rotatably supported in a co-axial

relationship with said outlet piece (20)

,

said valve element (21) has one or more axially directed
apertures (28) arranged in a pattern congruent with said
certain pattern of said axially directed outlet opening or

openings (26) of said outlet piece (20) , and at least one

radially directed aperture (30) to be selectively brought
into alignment with said at least one radially directed
outlet opening (25) of said outlet piece (20) , wherein
said outlet piece (20) and said valve element (21) are

rotatable relative to each other between

• a first relative position wherein said axially directed
aperture or apertures (28) of said valve element (21)

coincide fully with said axially directed outlet opening or

openings (26) of said outlet piece (20), and said at least

one radially directed aperture (30) of said valve element

(21) does not at all coincide with said radially directed
outlet opening or openings (25) of said outlet piece (20)

,

and

• a second relative position wherein said at least one

radially directed aperture (30) of said valve element (21)

coincides fully with said radially directed outlet opening
or openings (25) of said outlet piece (20) , and said
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axxally dxrected aperture or apertures (28) of said valveelement (21) do not at all coincide with said axially
dxrected outlet opening or openings (26) of said outletpiece (20)

.

!,' „ .

P°,'er C°01 accordin9 to claim- 1, wherein said

disposable relative to the housing (10) . and a spring

said
:™n9ed t0 bias valve dement <2X, againstsaid outlet piece (20) so as to frictionally couple saidvalve element (21, relative to said outlet piece (20) for

ZTtllTl
joint rotation of said outlet *~ ««said valve element (2!) for adjusting the exhaust flowoutlet direction from the outlet deflector (14) in saidsecond relative position, and a coupling device (35 30 isProvided between said valve element ,2lf and the hosing

rotation as""
~" ^ve dement (2!, agalstrotation as said valve element (21) is displaced axially

Till; f

e

or
ouel

r
<10> by 3aid outlet

<
2 °>

outlL ?
SPrin9 <24K thereb^ —Ming saidoutlet piece (20) to be rotated relative to said valve

sec

e

::d

nC

re^at-

beE"een — "id
:::::t

r r:™ i:e ::rv
h£

-r
ccionai co™uciet pxece (20) and said valve element (21)

.

air inlet ^ "e°ort1-" to <*•»» » « 2. "herein saidair inlet passage (n, ls , comprises an inlet socket (15)secured to the housing do) and extending co-axiallv
through said outlet piece ,20, and said valve element ,21,

,

and an annular shoulder ,22) on said inlet socket ,15,forms an axial bearing surface for said outlet piece (20) .

™i„ ,

P°Wer t°°1 aCO°rdin3 to Maim 3, wherein saidvalve element (21, is located inside said outlet piece
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A pneumatic power tool comprises a housing (10) , a motor, a

pressure air inlet passage (11,15), an exhaust air outlet
passage (12,17), and an exhaust air outlet flow deflector

(14) including an outlet piece (20) with radial as well as

axial outlet openings (25,26) and a valve element (21) with
radial as well as axial apertures (30,28), wherein the

outlet piece (20) and the valve element (21) are rotatable
relative to the housing (10) as well as to each other to

bring alternatively a radial opening (25) of the outlet
piece (20) into or out of alignment with a radial aperture

{30) of the valve element (21) , and at the same time bring
the axial apertures (28) of the valve element (21) out of

or into alignment with the openings (26) of the outlet
piece (20) , thereby shifting the exhaust outlet flow
direction as desired between a radial direction and an
axial direction.




